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Antarctica in the Global Climate System (AGCS)
1. John Turner (Chair and Forcing Theme 3 Leader); UK; BAS
2. David Bromwich (Decadal Theme 1 Leader); USA; Byrd Polar Research Center
3. Paul Mayewski (Ice Core Theme 2 Leader); USA: University of Maine
4. Mike Meredith (Export Signals Theme 4 Leader); UK; BAS
5. Qin Dahe (China),
6. Tony Worby (Australia),
7. Ilana Wainer (Brazil),
8. Shigeru Aoki (Japan),
9. Nancy Bertler (New Zealand),
10. Gina Casassa (Chile),

Subglacial Antarctic Lake Environments (SALE)
1. John Priscu (Chief Officer); USA; Montana State University
2. Chuck Kennicutt (Secretary); USA; Texas A & M University
3. Robin Bell; USA; Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
4. Ross Powell; USA; Northern Illinois Univ. (also on ACE)
5. Sergey Bulat; Rus; Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute
6. Valery Lukin; Rus; Arctic & Antarctic Research Institute
7. Ignazio Tabbaco; Italy; DST. Geofisca, Milan
8. Martin Siegert; UK; University of Bristol (also on ACE)
9. Cynan Ellis-Evans; UK; BAS
10. Jean Robert Petit; France; LGGE-CNRS
11. Christophe Mayer (AWI, Germany)
12. F. Pattyn (Bel)

**Antarctic Climate Evolution (ACE)**

1. Martin Siegert (co-chair); UK; University of Bristol (also on SALE).
2. Rob Dunbar (co-chair); USA; Stanford University.
3. Rob DeConto; USA; Univ Massachusetts, Amherst.
4. Carlota Escutia; Spain; Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra.
5. Fabio Florindo; Italy; Instituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia.
6. Jane Francis; UK; University of Leeds
7. Damian Gore; Austral; Macquarie University.
8. Rob Larter; UK; BAS.
9. Sandra Passchier; Neth; TNO Geology Division, Utrecht.
10. Ross Powell; USA; Northern Illinois University (also on SALE).
11. Gary Wilson; NZ; University of Otago.

**Interhemispheric Conjugacy Effects in Solar-Terrestrial and Aeronomy Research (ICESTAR)**

1. Alan Weatherwax (Co-chair); USA; Associate Professor of Physics at Siena College
2. Kirstie Kauristie (Co-Chair); Finland; yond the IGY: Finnish Meteorological Institute
3. Martin Fullekrug (Thematic Action Group A, Leader); UK; University of Bath
4. Eftyhia Zesta (Thematic Action Group B Leader); USA; UCLA
5. Nikolai Østgaard (Thematic Action Group C, Co-Leader); Norway; Univ. of Bergen
6. Scott Palo (Thematic Action Group C, Co-Leader); USA; Univ. of Colorado
7. Aaron Ridley (Thematic Action Group D Leader); USA; University of Michigan
8. Brian Fraser (Lead Member); Australia; University of Newcastle

9. Natsuo Sato (Lead Member); Japan; National Institute of Polar Research

10. Ruiyuan Liu (Lead Member); P. R. China; Polar Research Institute of China

11. Maurizio Candidi; Italy; SSG-PS representative (ex officio)

**Evolution and Biodiversity in the Antarctic (EBA)**

Notes – provisional until the biologists meet to discuss this (probably at Easter).

1. Guido di Prisco (Chair); Italy; Inst of Prot. Biochem. and Enzymology

2. Dana Bergstrom; Austral; Austral. Antarctc. Div.

3. Angelika Brandt; Ger, Zoological Museum, Hamburg

4. Claude de Broyer; Inst Roy Sci., Belg (contact person for MARBIN)

5. Michael Stoddart; Austal, Austral. Ant. Div (contact person for CAML)

6. Ad Huiskes (ex officio); Neth; Netherlands Institute of Ecology